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Social media – what are we talking about?

Social media

Interactions Instrument



Main elements of a social media strategy
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Social media strategy

WHY?

WHO? 

WHERE? 

WHAT?

HOW? 
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Think about your target groups

WHO?

Beneficiaries

Programme bodies

Multipliers

Final users
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@enicbc (TESIM)

WHO? - Tips
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Expand the community around your project

• Find relevant pages/accounts/people

• Follow them

• @mention them

• Ask to share your posts/tweets

• Tag your location

WHO? - Tips
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WHERE?

Facebook

Twitter

Vkontakte

Instagram

Karelia projects on social media 
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WHAT? Diversify your content
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WHAT? Native tools - Facebook

Post a homemade photo or video in the office or at 

an event
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WHAT? Native tools - Facebook

Add a milestone, e.g. your project

achievement
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WHAT? Native tools - Facebook

Organise a poll, e.g. True or False...
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WHAT? Native tools - Facebook

Write a note with a snippet of an article on your 

website and link towards the full article
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WHAT? Native tools - Facebook
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WHAT? Native tools - Facebook
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WHAT? Native tools - Facebook
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WHAT? Native tools - Twitter

Go #live

Post photos (up to 4) 

that tell a story Create polls



Visuals
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WHAT? Visuals – tools for content production

Graphic design tools Canva & Snappa
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WHAT? Visuals
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WHAT? Visuals - tools for content production

Infographics Infogram & Piktochart
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WHAT? Visuals
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Mobile apps Snapseed, Lightroom

WHAT? Visuals - tools for content production
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Video Biteable, Animaker

WHAT? Visuals - tools for content production
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WHAT? Visuals
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Photo stock Graphic 

design

Gif-making Video editing Infographics

Flickr Canva GIFMaker.me Biteable Piktochart

Pexels Snappa Ezgif.com Moovly Infogram

VectorStock GIPHY Animaker

Unsplash Video cutter

WHAT? Visuals - tools for content production

https://www.flickr.com/
https://www.canva.com/
https://gifmaker.me/
https://biteable.com/
https://piktochart.com/
https://www.pexels.com/
https://snappa.com/
https://ezgif.com/
https://www.moovly.com/
https://infogram.com/
https://www.vectorstock.com/
https://giphy.com/
https://www.animaker.com/
https://unsplash.com/
https://online-video-cutter.com/


Writing
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WHAT? Platform tone

Facebook: informal and engaging tone of voice

Keep It Simple: Use short words and sentences and keep the number 

of words to a minimum. Use active voice

Get to the Point: Clearly explain how things work. Replace jargon 

with everyday terms

Talk Like a Person: Focus on your reader, use personal pronouns; 

keep things friendly, conversational and respectful
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WHAT? Platform tone

Twitter: conversational, informative with a dash of humor

Keep it short: 280 characters challenge 

Strengthen your verbs: It rained heavily today vs It poured today

Ask questions – they engage readers, generate response and 

retweets

Call for action: it can be your whole tweet
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WHAT? Platform tone

Instagram: inspirational (imaginative or artistic tone - including 

adjectives and descriptions that exemplify the narrative)

Helpful: be encouraging, educational and insightful 

Simple: use casual, straightforward language over jargon. Do not 

confuse the reader by including too much information at once



Performance
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HOW? Facebook insights

Facebook: metrics

Likes
Post reach and engagement

Page reach
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HOW? Twitter analytics

Twitter: metrics

Followers

Impressions

Average 
engagement
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HOW? Paid ads - Facebook
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HOW? Paid ads - Facebook
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HOW? Paid ads - Facebook
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HOW? Paid ads - Facebook
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HOW? Paid ads Facebook

Define your audience

Set your budget and schedule

Create your advert

(using existing posts or creating a new advert)

Choose your ad placements

Place your order
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HOW? Paid ads - Twitter
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@eni_cross_border_cooperation

TESIM ENICBC

tesim-enicbc.eu

https://tesim-enicbc.eu/
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Thank you for your attention! 

Volha Prokharava

volha.prokharava@tesim-cbc.eu


